
EMBASSY CBX ARMOURED 
SHUTTERS

PROTECT YOUR HOME
PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS

EMBASSY MODULAR STEEL SECURITY WALLING

THE SURE DEFENCE

Our wide range of Embassy CBX 
armoured shutters prevents any gap in 
your building or business security.
You choose the security level you need 
and the threats you wish to control 
intrusion, theft, blast, weapons etc.
We cover all protection levels and 
guarantee an elegant and 
unsurmountable final product.

Our products are fit for all purposes, 
levels of security and styles to satisfy all 
security needs. In addition, you can 
count on our own consultancy services 
consisting of an exhaustive study of the 
existing needs and structures, after which 
we can advise you on the product that 
best meets your needs.

We have a range of security shutters that 
offers the maximum protection against 
bullets, thefts, hurricanes, blasts, fires 
and Molotov cocktails. Without a doubt, 
we can provide the safest, most powerful 
and unsurmountable door for any 
location requiring maximum security, 
such as embassies, panic rooms or 
military installations.

Whether the main entrance, a panic 
room or even a bunker; our Embassy 
CBX series guarantees the protection 
against theft attempts and 
unauthorised access.

EMBASSY CBX ARMOURED 
SHUTTERS

Protect
your home

The Embassy CBX system is the 
perfect way to protect shops, 
industrial warehouses or premises 
with special requirements.
It guarantees a high protection 
against professional theft attempts. 
Perfect for offices, jewellery shops, 
banks, armouries or IT servers

Protect
your business
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EMBASSY SECURBAIX RANGE

Securbaix is a security shutter 
manufactured from extruded 
aluminium that complies with the 
most demanding European 
legislation on doors, as well as 
including EC certification
The SECURBAIX range is the most 
effective way to guarantee the 
additional security in any type of 
construction. Its design, 
functional and elegant, facilitates 
its integration in any façade or 
interior wall and its wide range of 
finishings allows the 
customization of the chosen 
model.

A burglary-resistant security 
shutter with thermal and acoustic 
insulation.

The SECURBAIX THERMIC model 
guarantees a class 3 burglar proof 
protection (RC3) in compliance with 
European standard EN 1627:2011 
and is designed for its use in any 
kind of construction requiring 
additional security as well as thermal 
and/or acoustic insulation.

EMBASSY
SECURBAIX THERMIC

Burglar-proof and wind-resistant 
security shutter.

The SECURBAIX BL model offers 
maximum burglar proof security and 
is certified to class 4 (RC4) in 
compliance with regulation EN 
1627:2011. It is an elegant, secure 
and functional door with unrivalled 
performance for your security. 
Appropriate for jewelleries, banks, 
museums and strategic buildings.

EMBASSY SECURBAIX BL

The only security shutter that 
allows you to display what’s inside.

The SECURBAIX BL VISION is a 
high-security shutter that guarantees 
a class 4 (RC4) protection against 
theft attempts (EN 1627:2011).
It perfectly combines protection and 
security with luminosity and 
transparency.

EMBASSY SECURBAIX
BL VISION

Burglary-resistant security roll-up 
door with XL die-cuts.

Designed to maximize brightness 
and transparency with maximum 
security against burglary, the 
SECURBAIX BL VISION XL is an 
elegant, functional and secure door, 
with class 4 burglary certification.
Its die-cut slats are made from 
premium alloy extruded aluminium 
and the 400mm die-cut slat design 
adds visibility. Includes stainless 
steel side caps and integrated 
bearings on the side of the plinth, 
which provide smoother operation.

EMBASSY SECURBAIX
BL VISION XL

We shield your peace of mind.

When talking about high security, it is 
important to know what systems are 
necessary and what options exist 
when shielding our peace of mind. 
CBX systems may combine with 
different types and levels of 
protection. Sometimes the use of a 
burglar-proof door is necessary, but 
we may also require bulletproof, 
blast-proof or fire-resistant 
capabilities and often need all these 
options combined in one door.
This is why we offer the possibility of 
creating a customized model that 
responds to your specific needs, 
based on a series of available 
options. You will receive an 
unsurmountable door that perfectly 
adapts to the structure
of any location.

EMBASSY DIAMOND
SERIES

RC6 burglary resistance and 
FB6-NS bulletproof resistance 
security shutter.

This model masterfully combines 
technology and engineering through 
the use of highly resistant materials 
such as aluminium, titanium or 
carbon, creating one of the safest 
and most unsurmountable doors in 
the world. Adaptable to any location 
(bunkers, strategic buildings, 
materials reserves, etc.). 
Manufactured with straight high 
resistance aluminium slats with 
double wall and inferior plinth 
reinforced with a double wall, 
shielded slides and anti-friction 
nylon.

EMBASSY DIAMOND
BL X-TREME

Security shutter that offers the 
maximum protection against 
bullets, thefts, blasts and Molotov 
cocktails.

Our DIAMOND BL X-TREME BLAST 
model has been tested and can 
resist explosions of up to 20 kg of 
TNT situated 4 metres away, in 
accordance with its EXR5-NS 
classification (in compliance with 
regulation UNE-EN 13123-2:2004).
It also provides an FB6-NS 
bulletproof protection (EN 1522), 
RC6 burglary resistance
(EN 1628) and class 5 wind 
resistance in compliance with 
UNE-EN 12424:2000).

EMBASSY DIAMOND
BL X-TREME BLAST

Security shutter that offers the 
maximum protection against 
bullets, thefts, hurricanes, blasts, 
fires and Molotov cocktails

The DIAMOND BL X-TREME MAX 
model is our most powerful and 
complete version within the 
DIAMOND series, including the 
certifications to the most demanding 
European regulations. It has the 
capacity to resist powerful electrical 
cutting tools, explosions of up to 
20kg of TNT 4 metres away, heavy 
munition such as the AK47, fires for 
up to 60 minutes, winds of more than 
300 km/h and 20 Molotov cocktail 
impacts.
Without a doubt, it is the safest, most 
powerful and unsurmountable door 
for any location requiring maximum 
security, such as embassies, panic 
rooms or military installations.

EMBASSY DIAMOND
BL X-TREME MAXBurglar-proof, bulletproof and 

wind-resistant security shutter.

The DIAMOND BL door offers an 
FB4-S bulletproof protection 
(according to EN 1522:1999), an 
RC5 burglary resistance (according 
to EN 1627:2011), and a class 5 
wind resistance (up to 1,000 Pa 
according to EN 12424:2000). 
Therefore, it offers high security 
against intrusions, strong winds and 
armed attacks. Elegant, secure and 
functional, this door offers the 
maximum performance for your 
peace of mind.
The size of its slats facilitates the 
installation of this model in small 
spaces without losing its bulletproof 
capacity and being able to endure 
the impact of a 44-calibre firearm. 
It is not only one of the most secure 
doors in the world, but thanks to our 
wide range of finishings you can 
customize it the way you prefer to 
integrate the door in any kind of 
environment or decorative style 
(housing, business, industry, etc.). 
As an option, we can also provide 
our crystal silver finishing (a special 
anti-Molotov cocktail layer).

EMBASSY DIAMOND BL

The SECURBAIX model provides a 
class 3 protection (RC3) against theft 
attempts, thus guaranteeing a high 
security against robberies and 
intrusions. This model is ideal for 
constructions where an additional 
security is required. Its design, 
functional and safe, includes our 
E-Key Memory System and its wide 
range of finishings allow a complete 
customization depending on the 
specific needs of each project.

DIAMOND BL X-TREME BLAST
We manufacture with top quality materials to offer our clients the best guarantee.
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3 ANTI-WEAR /  ANTI-FATIGUE SHIELDED BEARINGS

1 ENGINES

Exclusive system with shielded bearings of 10 Tn, making the shutter
work properly and always guiding it without fatigues or distortions.

Our exclusive profiles support projectiles of 7.62 x 51 mm, FB6-NS 
(AK 47 - Kalashnikov), and burglary attempts of RC6 class 
(maximum burglary/terrorist resistance on international level).

We provide high-capacity and high-quality engines, of up to 5,000
Nm of power, ready for any type of international voltage.

They do not break or rust, avoiding the profiles of the shutter to pop
out laterally, causing expensive failures (exclusive of CBX).

This exclusive CBX system repels Molotov cocktails through a 
special treatment applied to the shutter that repels fire and prevents 
the Molotov cocktail from adhering.

CBX manufactures all its shutters in an extruded aluminium alloy of 
high-resistance that allows sizes of up to 7,000 (width) x 5,500 
(height) mm, and 5 Tn of weight.

2 SYSTEM OF EXCLUSIVE STAINLESS STEEL CAPS

4 ANTI MOLOTOV COCKTAIL FINISHING

5 BULLETPROOF AND BURGLAR-PROOF SYSTEM 6 REINFORCED PROFILES
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